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The overall objective of BONUS BASMATI has been to develop integrated and innovative solutions for Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) from a local scale to a Baltic Sea Region scale; this has been pursued by means of multi-level governance structures and interactive information technology aiming at developing an ecologically and socio-economically sound network of protected marine areas covering the Baltic Sea.

Based on results of former and ongoing MSP projects, the BONUS BASMATI project has analysed governance systems and their information needs regarding MSP in the Baltic Sea region in order to develop an operational, transnational model for MSP, while maintaining compliance with existing governance systems. To facilitate broad access to information and to foster collaboration among MSP authorities and stakeholders in the Baltic Sea Region, a suite of methods and tools to enable maritime spatial planning has been developed. Included in the suite are concepts for the assessments of plan-proposals, the Baltic Explorer platform for collaborative planning, and specific spatial decision support tools.

Maritime spatial planning is a rather new, complex and quite demanding discipline applying a holistic and ecosystem-based approach in order to balance blue growth interests and the various maritime uses with the protection of the marine environment. Maritime spatial planning is also a comprehensive collaborative learning process crossing borders as well as disciplines. The aim of this report, presenting the main outcomes of the BONUS BASMATI project ‘Baltic Sea Maritime Spatial Planning for Sustainable Ecosystem Services’, is to contribute to this process; the target group will be public authorities, professional stakeholders, and others interested in maritime spatial planning. For readers interested in more details and scientific results, the full list of BONUS BASMATI publications is included in the report.

BONUS BASMATI project coordinator
Professor Henning Sten Hansen, Aalborg University, Denmark
DECISION SUPPORT FOR MARITIME SPATIAL PLANNING

Overall, marine space is under increasing pressure from human activities. Traditionally, the activities taking place in oceans and seas were fishing and transport of goods and people. Today, offshore energy production, aquaculture, and sea-based tourism are important contributors to the global economy. This creates competition and conflicts between various uses and requires overall regulation and planning. Maritime activities generate pressures on the marine ecosystems, and in many areas severe impacts can be observed. Maritime spatial planning (MSP) is seen as an instrument to manage the seas and oceans in a more sustainable way, but to achieve this information and tools are needed.

BONUS BASMATI Project Findings presents the main results of the BONUS BASMATI project to the maritime spatial planning community, to relevant stakeholders, such as fishermen, environmental NGO’s, the offshore energy sector, the maritime traffic sector, and to the general public interested in sustainable use of the seas and oceans. The project outcomes will be presented under two main headlines: Concepts and approaches and Platforms and tools.

In order to address the need for integrated and innovative solutions for maritime spatial planning, BONUS BASMATI project has focused on the concepts and frameworks for decision support in maritime spatial planning. The outcomes include concepts for sustainability impact assessments of plan proposals related to marine and coastal ecosystem services and marine protected areas as well as a concept for data management. The chapter Framework for sustainability impact assessment of plan proposals, presents the BONUS BASMATI outcomes on how to assess the integrated social, economic, and environmental impacts of plan proposals for sustainable development of marine space. The chapter An ecosystem service approach to marine protected areas, presents a concept for designation of marine protected areas based on the value of the marine seabed habitats and their contribution to human wellbeing via the ecosystem services’ approach. The following chapter Data harmonisation facilitates planning across borders and scales presents a framework with effective steps towards a more coherent data management, which may foster better use of data in maritime spatial planning processes. Stakeholder involvement is essential for a proper maritime spatial planning process, and hence the chapter Involving stakeholders – Why, Who, When and How? addresses stakeholder involvement in the whole process of maritime spatial planning. The experiences of the Baltic Sea Region planners concerning how to address stakeholder involvement are presented, and how to involve the business sector is discussed as an example of a target group.

As part of the BONUS BASMATI project, digital decision support platforms and tools for maritime spatial planning have been developed, these will be presented in five chapters: 1) Baltic Explorer – new tools for collaboration 2) SPACEA – a GIS toolbox to facilitate easy spatial and environmental suitability analysis, 3) ESA4MSP – an ecosystem service assessment tool, 4) MYTILUS – a toolset for assessing the impacts of maritime activities, and 5) SEANERGY – a tool for analysing conflicts and synergies between different marine uses.
CONCEPTS AND APPROACHES

The European Union maritime spatial planning directive requires a holistic approach for the allocation of marine space. Consequently, specific attention towards land-sea interactions, environmental, economic, social and safety aspects, stakeholder involvement, use of the best available data, transboundary cooperation, and an ecosystem-based approach is needed. In order to support the maritime spatial planning processes in the member states, the BONUS BASMATI project has carried out extensive research developing concepts and methodologies addressing the needs for impact assessments of plan proposals, operational approaches to ecosystem-based management, coherent data management and processes of stakeholder involvement. The BONUS BASMATI concepts have been tested in case studies, where maritime spatial planners and stakeholders have contributed to the discussions and further development of the methodologies.

Framework for sustainability impact assessment of plan proposals

The increasing focus on the sustainable use of the sea space while maintaining blue growth poses challenges for maritime spatial planning in the Baltic Sea Region. Current impact assessment frameworks are not sufficiently addressing the integrated social, economic, and environmental impacts of plan proposals for sustainable development of marine space. In order to approach this challenge, the BONUS BASMATI project has developed a sustainability assessment framework that helps to structure and select the relevant indicators for evaluating the integrated impacts of plan proposals and facilitate discussions on planning issues among stakeholders.

Key points:

- Integration of the ecosystem service cascade into a systemic framework on interactions between society and the environment enables the evaluation of the sustainability of plan proposals.
- The framework addresses the often-overlooked social dimension of sustainability.
- Ecosystem assessments within MSP require quantification of ecosystem services and establishing links between ecosystem capacity, services and the associated benefits and values.
- The sustainability framework can be applied in impact assessment of plan proposals.
- The new integrated framework provides a way for structuring discussions and communicating planning issues with stakeholders.
Designing a sustainability assessment framework

In the Baltic Sea Region, the marine ecosystems are increasingly affected by human activities. In MSP, a large focus is on the co-location of various maritime activities and their cumulative impacts. However, this approach tends to downplay some impacts of plan proposals. While strategic environmental assessments of draft plans are often required, the evaluation of socio-economic impacts is optional. Strong representation of especially the social sustainability values attached to the sea are rarely seen.

Improvements in impact assessment frameworks can increase visibility of the different dimensions of sustainability and thereby facilitate selection of relevant ecosystem services and indicators for comparing different plan proposals and for prioritising activities and values related to sea areas. The BONUS BASMATI project has developed a sustainability assessment framework that addresses additional social issues, such as how different stakeholders experience and value the services and related benefits provided by marine ecosystems, or to which extent they have access to these benefits. The latter can be seen to reflect fairness in the distribution of benefits.

As an organising tool, the sustainability framework structures the ecosystem services in a way that allows selection of the relevant indicators for assessment, and the use of different valuation methods. For the stakeholder involvement process, the framework provides a way of structuring discussions and communicating assessment issues between experts, policy makers, and stakeholders – and makes visible the values of stakeholders that are less empowered.

The BONUS BASMATI sustainability assessment framework

The developed sustainability assessment framework integrates the ecosystem service cascade with the DPSIR framework (Driving forces, Pressures, State, Impact, and Responses). The focus has been especially placed on the impacts, which are divided into three categories:

a. impacts on the state of the ecosystems and the capacity to provide services
b. impacts on the ecosystem services
c. impacts on the benefits and values, including the distribution of the benefits among existing and new beneficiaries.

The resulting framework enables the assessment of human activities at sea by indicating how they will influence the ecosystems positively or negatively, and how the related services and human benefits will change because. Furthermore, it allows for an assessment and comparison of the benefits and beneficiaries between alternative plan proposals.

Fig. 1. BONUS BASMATI framework for sustainability assessment in MSP.
Including the social dimension of sustainability

The framework addresses the often-overlooked social dimension of sustainability in several ways:

- The ecosystem cascade allows the inclusion of social benefits into assessments, such as ‘feeling of belonging’ linked to seascapes, or employment fostering coherent and vibrant coastal communities.

- It allows values to be attached to benefits derived from ecosystem services, such as recreational values from outdoor life, health impacts from amenity values, or aesthetic values from the sea- and coastal landscapes. Different groups of people may value benefits differently.

- By introducing the distributional aspect of benefits, assessments can reveal who will benefit from changes in sea use. This accommodates fairness, which is a criterion in social sustainability that has previously received less attention.

Taking the framework into action

In order to apply the sustainability assessment framework, a baseline for the ecosystem services is required. As the direct quantification of ecosystem services is in most cases not possible, the development of indicators becomes a necessity. An indicator pool was developed, which offers a suitable starting point for selecting indicators for ecosystem service assessments in MSP.

Depending on the context, the departure point when using the framework can be different.

- **Stock-taking**: In expert assessment of plan alternatives, it is useful to start by deciding which activities are planned, and what ecosystem services and indicators in the impact categories would potentially be affected by these activities.

- **Scenario analysis**: In a local stakeholder situation, it may be beneficial to start discussing what the existing benefits from the sea activities are, and which ecosystem services they depend on. Thereby working back to the state of the ecosystems and how this could change under new uses and influences.

Fig. 2. The ecosystem cascade to structure MSP analyses
(Source: von Thenen et al. 2020)
Experiences of applying the sustainability framework in planning tasks

In BONUS BASMATI parts of the sustainability framework were demonstrated in two studies.

First, the framework was utilised in an expert judgement-based analysis of plan scenarios in Latvia. The work emphasised the need of integrated ecosystem service assessments which consider the environmental, social, and economic impacts of management decisions, placing particular focus on the designation of marine protected areas. The study shows how the different impact categories of ecosystem service capacity, services and benefits, as well as values can be implemented in practice when designating marine protected areas. The assessment of ecosystem service supply works as the baseline for evaluating how different planning scenarios will influence the ecosystems capacity to supply services. This will then directly affect the number and type of benefits received from the planning area. The valuation of these benefits creates the context in which these decisions are made: do we protect the marine environment and the associated services, even if it will restrict sustainable economic activities?

The second study focused on the identification of suitable locations for mussel farming and exemplified several aspects of the assessment framework. The work provides an example of a sea use that depends on suitable environmental conditions to provide ecosystem services. In the study, possible mussel farming sites in the south-western Baltic Sea were first identified with the help of a geospatial suitability analysis, after which the actual services provided by the mussel farms were analysed further according to the assessment framework.

An Ecosystem Service approach to Marine Protected Areas

Adopting ecosystem services in maritime spatial planning can support balancing the need to protect ecosystems, whilst encouraging sustainable resource use and solving conflicts between different marine uses. However, the concept of ecosystem services has not yet been widely adopted for policy support, particularly with respect to marine ecosystems. The research carried out in BONUS BASMATI provides new insight about the relationship between marine protected areas, and the supply and value of ecosystem services in terms of ecological, social and economic gains and losses.

Key points:

- Combining ecosystem service supply assessments with socio-economic assessment may advance the use of ecosystem service approaches in decision making and maritime spatial planning.
- While designation of new marine protected areas improves the ecosystem services supplied by marine habitats, it comes at a cost due to restrictions on offshore economic activities. Hence an assessment of the positive and negative welfare impacts is important for MSP.
The ecosystem service approach

Marine protected areas are an important instrument for protecting the marine environment and, at the same time, ensuring the sustainability of essential ecosystem services and the associated benefits. These include, for example, clean water environments for recreation, and the intrinsic value of nature and marine environments as sources for healthy and nutritious food. However, when designated inappropriately, the marine protected areas risk ineffectively protecting the marine environment, whilst placing restrictions on human activities, which may impair human well-being and livelihoods. To ensure success, the environmental, economic and social impacts of the designation of marine protected areas must be considered.

Ecosystem service assessments can identify and describe the links between ecosystems and human well-being and make the ecological as well as socio-economic value of ecosystems more accessible for conservation management. Nevertheless, most ecosystem service assessments conducted today rarely estimate the supply of services in practice. This is particularly true for the deep-sea environments, where remote locations, environmental conditions, and unfamiliarity to many people create challenges.

An approach to designation of marine protected areas

The BONUS BASMATI project introduces a method for linking different marine habitats to the ecosystem services they supply. It enables identification of potential marine protected areas by highlighting the key species and habitats that ensure the sustainability of the ecosystem services and therefore require higher protection regimes.

The results of the project illustrate how this kind of sustainability framework can be applied when analysing alternative plans related to a maritime spatial planning process. By employing a tailor-made integrated assessment tool, the impacts on the environmental, and the socio-economic sustainability of ecosystem services due to pressures on seabed habitats inflicted by new maritime sectors can be analysed. See the chapter on the ecosystem service assessment tool ESA4MSP for more information.

The project results illustrate how ecosystem-based management enables monetary valuation of the impacts of the designation of marine protected areas. Overall, acknowledging that the combination of ecosystem assessment methods with socio-economic assessments when making decisions could lead to a more efficient use of ecosystem-based approaches in MSP.
Integrating ecosystem service assessment into the designation of marine protected areas

As part of BONUS BASMATI, a case study was carried out in the marine waters under Latvian jurisdiction (South-Eastern Baltic Sea). The ongoing maritime spatial planning process in Latvia provided a testbed for the development of the concept of integrating an ecosystem service assessment into the designation of marine protected areas as well as the ecosystem service assessment tool ESA4MSP for graphic decision support. See the chapter on the ESA4MSP tool for a more detailed description.

Step 1: Quantitatively linking different marine species and habitats to the ecosystem services they supply showed that marine habitats and species can be ranked in order of importance for the service supply and therefore provide a basis for ecosystem-based management in maritime spatial planning. In addition, the collected information can improve stakeholder’s overall understanding of the connection between the marine ecosystem and human well-being.

Step 2: Designation of marine protected areas based on the information collected and the key species and habitats identified, ensures the sustainability of ecosystem services and secures areas that required higher protection regimes. In Latvia, marine protected areas are currently present only in the territorial waters but new protection areas are planned for the exclusive economic zone, which might cause conflicts between the ecological, social and economic values connected to the areas. Three future scenarios depicting variation in the size of potential protected areas were constructed and analysed. In the reference scenario, no new areas were designated, however, the other two scenarios showed moderate and high protection options by increasing the coverage of new marine protected areas.

Step 3: Evaluating the impacts of these alternative scenarios on human welfare was done by using results from a national economic valuation study. The impacts were valued based on the citizens’ willingness to pay for the changes created by the marine protected areas; the changes will involve positive impacts (benefits) from the improved state of the ecosystem services and negative impacts (costs) due to restrictions on offshore economic activities in the marine protected areas. The results of the study show that society derives diverse values from marine protected areas and supports protection of the offshore seabed habitats and the ecosystem services they provide. The benefits from the improved state of the ecosystem services would considerably exceed the costs in both scenarios used for the analysis of the marine protected areas. However, the scenario with the moderately sized marine protected area could bring higher net benefits than the maximum size scenario.

The Latvian case highlights how integrated ecosystem service assessments can aid ecosystem-based management by enabling monetary valuation of the impacts of designating marine protected areas.
Data harmonisation facilitates planning across borders and scales

Maritime spatial planning is a highly data intensive process, demanding a great deal from the quality and availability of relevant data. Furthermore, good data management is a fundamental pillar for successful cross-border maritime spatial planning. The data harmonization framework produced in BONUS BASMATI includes the often missing spatial and temporal data properties and non-spatial information. The framework provides effective steps towards a more coherent data management and may foster better use of data in planning processes.

Key points:

- Data harmonisation makes working with spatial data and stakeholders easier for MSP planners.
- Uniform quality standards are needed for management of cross-border MSP data.
- The vertical and temporal dimensions of data need to be acknowledged better, as they both enhance the usability of datasets.
- Flexible solutions for the technical design of metadata serve different user needs.
- The data discussion in MSP is highly focused on spatial data, maps, and geospatial analysis. However, non-spatial data can also be included in the same information system and the planning analysis.

Overcoming data harmonisation challenges

During MSP processes, data is collected and evaluated by a variety of administrative, scientific and other stakeholder personnel, not all of whom are experts in the respective discipline. Analysis that relies on the given information should be possible without expert knowledge. Hence, well prepared data is crucial for coherent MSP processes. However, definition of common quality standards and the harmonisation of cross-border data have been challenged by differences in national data collection protocols and data formats, as well as language barriers.

A comprehensive data harmonisation framework produced in BONUS BASMATI is based on the existing HELCOM-VASAB data specifications. The HELCOM-VASAB specifications are based on INSPIRE principles and they aim to facilitate harmonisation of spatial datasets. The recommendations prescribe how MSP data can be structured to be coherent and effective.
and be used for cross-border planning. The new framework builds on these data specifications by adding categories for spatial and temporal properties of datasets, more solid technical design of metadata and inclusion of non-spatial data into a common information system, for example ArcGIS.

By adapting the proposed data harmonisation framework, MSP planners can ease their own work when collecting and comparing information based on shared quality standards. Well-founded harmonisation of data can reduce misinterpretation and enable easy access and understanding for planners, stakeholders and other users. Furthermore, the framework facilitates analysis of potential areas of conflict or co-location of activities.

Spatial and temporal data properties

The new categories for spatial and temporal properties of datasets describe these dimensions using predefined categories with clear descriptions.

- The spatial dimension of data is divided into two sub-dimensions: the vertical and horizontal dimension. The vertical dimension provides information on whether the objects of interest occur in the surface water, on the seafloor, or somewhere in between. In addition, data can be from above the sea surface. The horizontal dimension represents different spatial scales from local to international.

- The temporal dimensions describe the occurrence, frequency and timeline of the data. Whether activities take place once a year or several hours a day, and whether they have regular frequency patterns, makes a difference for planning considerations.

The spatial and temporal information can aid planners to define if certain phenomena occur simultaneously in the same location and whether they affect each other or not. This identification of opportunities for co-location can benefit both planners and stakeholders.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the vertical (black) and horizontal (red italic) dimensions of marine environments. (Source: Holzhüter et al. 2019.)
A flexible approach for the technical design of metadata

The described data properties can be stored in both the attribute table, where the information is linked directly to a spatial feature, or in a separate metadata document depending on the user needs. Both approaches have their pros and cons.

**Attribute table**

+ Information is accessible for data analysis and tools, risk of losing the metadata diminishes
- Increased file size, no multiple choices in attribute domains, detailed descriptions, tags etc. still require a metadata document.

**Metadata document**

+ Does not increase file size, multiple choices in attribute domains, can include all types of information.
- Not automatically accessible for tools and analyses, risk of losing the separate document when transferring data.

**Inclusion of non-spatial data**

In MSP, spatial information is commonly used. While this is not in itself a problem, it can hinder the inclusion of non-spatial data sources, such as socio-economic and policy related information, as evidence for planning processes. In many cases, these datasets can include spatial information, such as the planning area or an address, which enables their presentation as spatial data. The non-spatial information can be added into the same information system with the spatial data for easier data management and analysis.

---

Fig. 5. The status of maritime spatial planning in the Baltic Sea EU countries as an example of implementing non-spatial data in a GIS-application. (Source: Holzhüter et al. 2019.)
### Baltic Sea Atlas

A WebGIS application of the Institute for Baltic Sea Research in Warnemünde called Baltic Sea Atlas was used for storing the spatial data of BONUS BASMATI and as a visualisation test ground of the data gathered in the project. The concept of the Baltic Sea Atlas is simple and easy to operate with a large map window and basic operation tools. After the project the database will be accessible both for spatial data experts as well as non-experienced users.

The Baltic Sea Atlas can be found here:
http://bio-50.io-warnemuende.de/iowbsa/

---

### Involving stakeholders — Why, Who, When and How?

Stakeholder involvement is essential for a proper maritime spatial planning process. Before involvement, we need to understand why we want stakeholders to engage, who the stakeholders are, and which interests and conflicts are central in the planning area. Knowing this, the right tools for involvement can be chosen. BONUS BASMATI has produced a handbook with information for understanding and addressing stakeholder involvement in the whole maritime spatial planning process.

#### Key points:

- Planners work to support solutions for co-existence and synergy, aiming for a better use of the shared marine space.
- Understanding Why, Who, When and How stakeholders should be involved is crucial.
- BONUS BASMATI has produced a handbook for planners about effective stakeholder involvement processes based on experiences from the Baltic Sea Region.
- The handbook includes methods and tools for stakeholder involvement in various stages of the MSP process.
Concepts and tools for handling stakeholder involvement

The European Union legally requires stakeholder involvement in the MSP processes. However, this can be done with different purposes in mind. Involvement can be for normative reasons, but often more instrumental reasons are also in play; to collect knowledge from the stakeholders, to inform them or to promote interaction and legitimise the planning processes. Regardless of the approach, the goal of a planning process is to decide who can use a certain shared area and for what. Therefore, conflicting interests are almost inevitable and need to be mitigated.

Conflicts can be driven by different interests, different moral and ethical values, as well as possible lack of knowledge about one’s own and others’ uses and needs. Because of this, the roots of the conflicts must be clear before solutions for co-existence can be found or synergies identified. The likelihood of finding concrete solutions also depends on the level of mutual understanding between the stakeholders. The planners need to take an active role in bringing together the different needs, interests and values among the stakeholders when aiming at defining potential ways to co-locate activities and create synergies in a certain sea area.

Involving stakeholders in the MSP process is a time consuming and often challenging task. According to the planners’ experience from the Baltic Sea Region, participation starts long before the formal MSP process, and continues after the plan is launched. As the whole MSP process is fairly new, advice and information on how to effectively organise the stakeholder involvement in practice are welcomed. To meet these needs, BONUS BASMATI developed a handbook for planners.

From planners to planners: A Handbook of processes, methods and tools for stakeholder involvement in MSP.

The handbook developed in BONUS BASMATI is based on the MSP planners’ experiences in the Baltic Sea Region and it aims to help planners in stakeholder involvement in the MSP processes. The handbook consists of two parts:

A conceptual framework for stakeholder involvement. The first part asks the questions Why involve stakeholders, Who to involve, When in the process and How to involve the stakeholders?

- **Why?** The question why is related to the degree of power-sharing in the planning process. The stairway of participation developed in the BONUS BASMATI shows how the stakeholders can be involved in planning processes with different levels of intensity and shared responsibility.

- **Who?** Who to involve in the MSP process depends on the actual scope and stage of the planning process and the context of the planning area. What needs to be acknowledged is that stakeholders’ interests and capacity to influence vary depending on their legal mandate and resources.

- **When?** Stakeholder participation is important during the whole planning process, but the requirements and needs for stakeholder input vary depending on the phase of the process.

- **How?** The questions who and when influence which tools to use in the involvement process. More detailed guidance on methods and tools is presented in the second part of the book.
Structured lists of how to organise stakeholder involvement. The second part of the handbook focuses on different issues that planners need to take into consideration when involving stakeholders.

- First the focus is placed on the principles of how to build up effective processes of stakeholder involvement. These principles give practical advices on the different topics, such as how to create a strategy for stakeholder involvement, how to design meetings and how to deal with feedback.

- Then alternative methods and tools for stakeholder involvement in different stages of the planning process are presented. The four stages (Scoping, Drafting and Consulting, Implementation, Evaluation and Learning) include different planning tasks and required specific solutions when implementing stakeholder involvement.

The handbook will be available on the project website together with summaries in 6 languages.
Involving associations and interest organisations provides...

- A wider view on the respective sector
- Communication of MSP information to the sector at large
- An intermediary actor between companies and planning authorities
- Representation for companies who lack resources to participate themselves
- An overall representation of a business sector at national and international levels

Involving the companies enables...

- Interaction leading to knowledge about the needs and opinions of other stakeholders
- Searching for potential synergies among sea users
- Discussion about conflicts that directly affects business operations
- Inclusion of entrepreneurs with strong and versatile societal views
- Acknowledging the needs of the local economy

Business sector involvement in Maritime Spatial Planning

Promoting coastal and maritime economies is one of the central principles of MSP, which makes the business sector an important stakeholder group in the planning processes. In BONUS BASMATI, planners and experts around the Baltic Sea were interviewed about their perceptions concerning the business sector’s role in the MSP processes. Furthermore, an online questionnaire was sent to companies and organisations representing the maritime transport and marine tourism sectors.

According to the planners, the planning processes are open to all those interested in MSP. However, the companies do not seem to understand the role of MSP for their business operations. This lack of knowledge and interest in turn results in inactive participation in stakeholder involvement processes. The smaller companies especially, also lack the time and resources for participation. All this emphasises the need to motivate the business stakeholders to become involved in the MSP processes. The planners perceived that willingness to participate increases when the stakeholders have an impression that they may gain or lose something.

When involving business sectors that have commercial interests in the planning area, the planners need to consider which types of stakeholders to integrate. The blue economy realm consists of various sizes and types of business operators. The business stakeholders differ from each other also in terms of authority, knowledge, capacities and interests. Both individual companies and organisations representing the blue economy sectors have their role in different planning contexts, and their views can be used to complement each other.
As a rather new discipline, maritime spatial planning has experienced a general lack of tools for involving stakeholders and as support for the allocation of marine space, especially methods applying an ecosystem-based approach. As a part of the research carried out in the BONUS BASMATI project, a platform for stakeholder involvement and spatial analysis tools have been developed. The Baltic Explorer is an interactive web map application developed for supporting collaboration between planners and stakeholders. Tests of the Baltic Explorer in workshops have provided further insights concerning the ways planners could utilise digital map-based communication for stakeholder involvement. The spatial tools, on the other hand, include methods for site selection for new maritime activities, for ecosystems service assessments in maritime spatial planning, for assessing the cumulative impacts of activities, as well as for analysing conflicts and synergies between different uses.

**Baltic Explorer — new tools for collaboration**

Collaborative tools can support active stakeholder participation and engagement in maritime spatial planning. To facilitate collaboration in planning workshops, an interactive web map application, Baltic Explorer, was developed as part of the BONUS BASMATI project. The development and testing of the Baltic Explorer have functioned as a study for understanding the user and technical requirements that surround collaborative spatial decision support systems in maritime spatial planning. The results have identified the key characteristics and functionalities of such systems, which can help in designing similar systems as well as related decision-making processes in the future.

**Key points:**

- ‘Baltic Explorer’ is an interactive web map application for facilitating collaboration in MSP workshops.
- The development and tests of use in BONUS BASMATI have identified key functional requirements for spatial decision support systems in MSP.
- Key functionalities of the system include multi-user access, user access control, cross-platform compatibility, individual and shared workspaces, as well as easy-to-use web map user interface.
- Baltic Explorer utilises free and open source web technologies and international standards. The source code is shared online at the end of the project for future deployment and development of the system.
- Use of spatial decision support systems remains challenging in MSP and further system development in connection with real-life planning situations is needed.
Supporting collaboration with the Baltic Explorer

Maritime spatial planning relies on active collaboration with stakeholders. The use of spatial decision support systems can aid the work of defining and analysing the current and future status of the marine environment by providing access to and possibilities for analysing spatial data on marine areas. Thus far, the use of such systems has been limited and there have been notable gaps in the understanding of how to develop them to be effective in MSP.

In the BONUS BASMATI project, a spatial decision support system for MSP called Baltic Explorer was designed and implemented. The Baltic Explorer combines easy-to-use spatial tools with easy-to-access data from spatial data infrastructures of several maritime actors. Users collaborate on multiple devices in the same map-based workspace, where each user can see changes made by the others. Results from the collaboration are stored in a database for future use. The system is designed to enable all participants to engage in work with the system, regardless of their skills and expertise.

Reflections on user expectations

The Baltic Explorer was designed for studying the use of collaboration tools in stakeholder workshops. By using the Baltic Explorer in planning workshops, knowledge has been gained on how collaboration, more specifically interaction and decision-making processes, can be facilitated with a spatial decision support system, when working with complex spatial problems in MSP. The stakeholder feedback provides essential information for further advances on the usability of spatial decision support systems within MSP.

Maritime spatial planners expect tools, which can be immediately implemented in their work. Participation in test situations on a prototype system may not be widely accepted due to the extra time consumption required in addition to the usual planning work. The MSP process is going through its first rounds in most Baltic Sea countries and the whole process is under refinement. Therefore, the use cases where spatial decision support systems can best support planning activities are still to be determined, and to which the BONUS BASMATI research with the Baltic Explorer is providing valuable input.

The open source Baltic Explorer is ready to be continued

Baltic Explorer has been constructed using free and open source software and the standards of the Open Geospatial Consortium. This makes the software accessible, free, transparent and flexible for future modifications. The system can be extended to suit multiple use cases by adding new functionalities, by enhancing the existing collaboration tools and by creating connections to further data sources that support the work tasks of planners.

To learn more and access the source code visit the Baltic Explorer at http://balticexplorer.eu
Key functionalities

The key requirements (simple, easy to use and access, flexible and enabling multi-user participation) for a successful spatial decision support system within MSP were identified. To meet these requirements the Baltic Explorer contains the following functionalities that support the collaborative process in practice.

- A user-friendly map interface with intuitive navigation tools makes viewing and browsing of spatial information easy for all users.
- Wide access to up-to-date spatial data from the Baltic Sea Region through existing spatial data infrastructures provide the backbone for visualising the current maritime actions, identifying conflicting values and proposals for MSP.
- A possibility to create, edit and add vector features. Users can utilise drawing tools or add own vector layers to the workspace to present their perspective on the topic. They can also overlay data to view possible overlaps between current and future activities or add comments to share their views.
- Cross-platform use on computers, smartphones, tablets and touch-displays supports active participation, and makes it easy for the participant to provide input in a variety of planning situations.
- Workspaces enable multi-user collaboration in workshops and online meetings. Users can work simultaneously on individual views and see the larger view in a shared workspace, making it easy to create and share perspectives.
- The user access model allows the opportunity to assign different roles to participants. The moderator can, for example, add or remove editing rights, which can make the tool flexible for multiple situations. Clear roles support successful participation in the planning task at hand.

Fig. 7. The collaborative GIS ‘Baltic Explorer’ allows for facilitated maritime spatial planning among planners and stakeholders as real-time group work using shared workspaces and fetching data from interfaces of remote providers.
Is stakeholder involvement in MSP ready for digital map applications?

The testing of the Baltic Explorer in stakeholder and target group workshops indicated differences in its acceptance. Planners and organisation representatives with experience of GIS see many opportunities for the application. They see the interactive elements as promising for dialogue and knowledge exchange within public authorities internally and between organisations. However, the digital mapping tools seem to be still too unfamiliar for dialogues between planners and ‘ordinary people living their coastal lives’, as expressed by a planner. The planners also avoid using digital maps in meetings with stakeholders, fearing that the dialogue will be swamped by a fascination with the technique and the challenges it creates; therefore, in many cases the planners still prefer face-to-face dialogues and paper maps. Hence, it seems that the target group ready for the Baltic Explorer are those with experience in map applications and GIS.
**SPACEA — a GIS toolbox to facilitate easy spatial and environmental suitability analysis**

Planning decisions based on spatial analyses where biological requirements of species and different spatial interests of stakeholders are combined can resolve conflicts and create synergies between different users and the environment. With the help of a new GIS toolbox SPACEA, planners can gain a quick overview of the planning areas’ spatial and environmental suitability for different activities. In BONUS BASMATI, SPACEA was used to identify suitable sites for mussel farming. At these and additional sites, the synergies between mussel and fish farming were demonstrated by an ecological model in terms of nutrient removal and improved water transparency.

**Key points:**

- A GIS toolbox SPACEA was developed to facilitate easy spatial and environmental suitability analyses.
- Planners can use the toolbox to identify the most suitable locations for proposed activities in the planning area.
- The spatial suitability analysis was demonstrated by identifying appropriate mussel farming sites in the south-western Baltic Sea.

**Easy suitability analysis**

In BONUS BASMATI, suitable mussel farming sites were identified in the South-Western Baltic Sea by applying a geospatial suitability analysis. This work formed the basis for a new user-friendly GIS toolbox called SPACEA, meant for performing spatial analyses that support decision making in MSP. Planners can use the tools to analyse where an activity could be placed in a planning area based on spatial availability and the environmental suitability of different locations.

The SPACEA toolbox consists of five tools, which together are used to make the suitability analysis. When all the tools are applied, the final outcome is a raster map showing which areas could be suitable for a specific marine use. The flexibility of the toolbox also allows the opportunity to use the tools separately for multiple purposes. The tools can use both data related to the environment and to the marine uses as input. Planners need to make sure that the input data is of good quality, relevant and at the right scale for evaluating the suitability.

The toolbox is designed to require minimal input from the user and can be used by people with different levels of GIS expertise. The novice users with less experience can use the tools in ArcGIS with a similar interface to the other tools provided by the software. More experienced users can run and modify the tools python scripts in the manner they see best.
Demonstrating the synergies between mussel farming and other sea uses

SPACEA was applied to the Hjelm Bay area to identify suitable sites for mussel farming. An ecological model was then applied to model mussel growth at these sites. The study showed that mussel farming can remove nutrients from the sea and improve water transparency. For example, Hjelm Bay is characterised by low chlorophyll and salinity levels, which results in reduced growth and nutrient removal compared to other areas in Denmark. Nevertheless, it was estimated that a mussel farm in Hjelm Bay can increase water transparency up to 200 metres distance from the farm. Improved water transparency can have broader ecosystem effects, such as an increase in eelgrass and macroalgae vegetation. Eelgrass stabilises sediments and takes up nutrients, as well as providing a nursery habitat for fish and invertebrates.

Another modelling exercise done in Samsø Belt showed that one mussel farm of 36 hectares could potentially remove 17–31% of the released nitrogen from a fish farm producing 2300 tons of rainbow trout. The study even reasserted the effect on water transparency. However, mussel farms should not be located immediately next to fish farms in order to avoid an increased benthic impact. Optimally mussel farms should be located on the coastal side of fish farms, where they effectively increase water transparency.

Fig. 8. Example of applying a SPACEA tool to identify suitable depth ranges for mussel farms. A depth between 5-10 metres is considered most suitable and a depth above 30 metres as unsuitable due to more efforts regarding anchoring.
Visual decision support linking marine ecosystems and their service supply

As part of the BONUS BASMATI project the graphic ecosystem service assessment tool, ESA4MSP, was developed in order to enable ecosystem service assessments by linking elements of the ecosystem service cascade with a visualisation. In the project, the tool was applied to support the designation of marine protected areas.

The ecosystem service assessment tool quantifies the links between various marine ecosystems and their service supply. The definition of the links follow the cascade framework by employing three levels: 1) Importance of different species in the maintenance of marine habitat types; 2) The capacity of different habitat types to produce ecosystem functions; 3) The importance of the functions for different ecosystem services, including provisioning, cultural, as well as regulation and maintenance services.

The tool consists of two parts:

- A matrix following the ecosystem services cascade structure for quantifying the contribution of ecosystem components in the provision of ecosystem services.
- A linkage diagram for visualising the interactions between the elements.

Testing of the ESA4MSP tool in relation to the designation of marine protected areas as part of the maritime spatial planning processes has illustrated how graphical support can enable communication with non-experts. For more information on the work see the box Integrating ecosystem service assessment into the designation of marine protected areas on page 16.

Key points

- The ecosystem service assessment tool links the marine ecosystem components with functions and services and provides a way to quantitatively assess the contribution of marine species and habitats in the supply of ecosystem services.
- Ranking of marine habitats and species based on their importance for the ecosystem service supply creates a basis for ecosystem-based management and the designation of marine protected areas.
- Used in maritime spatial planning processes, the graphical representation of the results facilitates communication with non-experts.

ESA4MSP – an ecosystem service assessment tool

In order to enhance ecosystem service assessments, the ESA4MSP tool has been developed. The tool supports the inclusion of the concept of integrated ecosystem service assessment in to decision-making by linking marine ecosystem components, functions and services. In BONUS BASMATI, ESA4MSP was used to support the designation of marine protected areas. The tool can even be used to graphically represent the assessment process and its results.
Scenarios and optimised locations

The MYTILUS toolbox developed in BONUS BASMATI enables the assessment of the cumulative impacts of various maritime activities on marine ecosystems and the associated services. This approach acknowledges that in many cases marine ecosystems are not only affected by a single human activity but by the combined effect of several activities. The tool applies a scenario-based approach, providing an easy and efficient way to analyse and visualise the effects of different planning alternatives.

To support decision-making, the tool provides a way to establish a baseline against which the effects of the planned activities and changes caused by large scale processes such as climate change or technological development can be evaluated. Planners can test how the addition of new activities changes the cumulative impact on specific marine ecosystems and use this information to optimise the locations of new activities and to identify areas where activities should be limited.

Flexible and user-friendly tool suits different users

The flexibility of the tool makes it valuable for different users. While novice GIS users will benefit from the ease of use and the visualisation capacities of the tool, experts in spatial analysis will be able to take advantage of the option to tweak the variables and parameters used in the analysis. The use of high-performance computing enables the use of the tool at stakeholder events where the effects of new spatial planning proposal can be demonstrated without much delay.

The tool uses raster data of the ecosystem distribution and pressures caused by human activities as input. Data from multiple scales can be used and positive results of the tool’s effectiveness in planning on different scales have been noticed in tests using HELCOM data at the Baltic Sea and at the more detailed level using data from the Swedish MSP process.
The toolbox is stand-alone software with a user-friendly interface. It also supports the easy exchange of data to frequently used GIS software for map making or further analysis. The easy-to-use approach makes sure that planners do not waste time meant for planning work in learning about new software.

The MYTILUS software is open source and freely available from the developer at hsh@plan.aau.dk.

Fig. 9. The cumulative impact of pressures on ecosystems in the Baltic Sea

Fig. 10. The pressures providing the highest impact on ecosystems in each area

The SEANERGY tool was developed as a part of the BONUS BASMATI project to facilitate a cross-sectoral approach to maritime spatial planning and to help planners and stakeholders look for co-location options. SEANERGY provides options to spatially analyse different stakeholder activities with the aim of strengthening synergies and decreasing conflicts between them.
Key points:

- Co-locating marine uses can optimize the use of marine space, increase synergies between marine uses, decrease conflicts, and free space for other purposes.

- Only marine uses that have limited conflict and do not cause too much pressures on the environment can be located together.

- The new SEANERGY tool can facilitate spatial exploration of synergies and conflicts between marine uses.

Creating a co-location tool

The co-location concept highlights the positive links created when marine uses are located close to each other. However, both negative and positive links exist between marine uses. Four types of spatial-temporal links can be considered to affect the ability to co-locate: location links, environmental links, technical links, and user attraction links. Synergies occur when no marine use experiences any overall negative impact from an interaction.

By combining results from previous studies, knowledge about the potential conflict-synergy degree for different marine uses was synthesised into a pairwise use-use matrix. Thereafter, the tool SEANERGY was developed to facilitate options to spatially explore the conflict-synergy links provided by the matrix.

The tool uses HELCOM marine use data as input. It finds overlaps of marine uses and calculates overall synergy-conflict scores based on the matrix. The user can choose to focus on all marine uses at once or on only one use and its links to other uses. In addition to visualising scores on maps, the tool also outputs some statistical information about the distribution of potential conflicts and synergies for the different marine uses.
FINAL REMARKS

Maritime spatial planning is a complicated task balancing the extended use of marine space (blue growth) with the protection of the marine ecosystems. This challenge is addressed in the European Union Directive on Maritime Spatial Planning by emphasising the need to apply an ecosystem-based approach in planning processes. From 2017 to 2020, the BONUS BASMATI project has aimed at developing methods and tools to support maritime spatial planning apply an ecosystem-based approach.

The countries around the Baltic Sea are in different phases of the planning process: while Germany is already finishing the second round of maritime spatial planning, other countries like Denmark and Finland are in earlier stages of the process. Maritime spatial planning is a new task for most countries, and therefore making the first plans has been a learning process, with such challenges as trying to identify appropriate strategies to reach the goal. Water does not recognise national borders, and transnational cooperation with neighbouring countries is required in the maritime spatial planning process.

BONUS BASMATI has addressed some of the main challenges in maritime spatial planning: How to apply an ecosystem-based approach, how to establish stakeholder involvement (even involving stakeholders from neighbouring countries), and how to provide access to common tools to identify appropriate locations for new maritime activities without harming the marine ecosystems or creating conflicts with existing maritime activities. The set of methods and tools developed during BONUS BASMATI is by no means complete, but it can be used to support maritime spatial planners in various steps in the planning process. All the tools are freely available from the project partners, and consequently interested authorities, researchers, and stakeholders are therefore encouraged to test and evaluate the tools.

The BONUS BASMATI project has focused on planning the marine space and as a result has not considered some other important aspects, such as land-sea interaction, and the effect of climate change on marine ecosystems. Handling of the land-sea interaction requires holistic and coherent planning of the coastal zone, which is complicated by the fact that the national authorities are often responsible for the marine space, while local and regional authorities are the main actors in terrestrial planning. As regarding climate change, current knowledge of the effects on marine ecosystems is still too uncertain to make precise assessments, nevertheless, these effects cannot be neglected in the planning process either. Accordingly, these items are on our research agenda and will be addressed in upcoming research projects.
FURTHER RESOURCES

For the most up-to-date resource list, please visit the BONUS BASMATI website at [www.bonusbasmati.eu](http://www.bonusbasmati.eu)
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